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We are proud to present our extensive collection 
of Educational Musical Instruments and toys  
for babies and young children, offering a 
perfect balance between safety, high quality, 
professionally tuned sounds and a captivating 
and attractive appearance. 

Our collection offers endless developmental 
opportunities for little ones discovering the 
magical world of music, inspiring wonder, 
curiosity, and excitement while improving 
movement and sense of rhythm, and also 
fostering a lifelong love of music - a key part of 
our lives.

We trust  that you will find lots to inspire you 
within these pages and look forward to working 
with you and supporting you throughout the 
coming years.
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SUPER DRUM
Little drummer boys and girls adore the warm, 
resonant sound of this sturdy Super Drum. The 
unique design with an elastic head means each 
beat produces a beautiful deep professional tone.

MD817 // 7290014329843 // 18m
Product: 21X21X12.5 cm / 0.475 kg | Master: 6 pcs / 39x22x44.6 cm / 4.1 kg

MD816 // 7290002582335 // 12m
Product: 25.5X14.5X9.5 cm / 0.273 kg | Master: 12 pcs / 45.4x40.01x26.99 cm / 4.1 kg

BABY BONGOS
Compact tuned Baby Bongos, perfect 
for small hands. Encourages early 
development skills, creativity and love 
for music.

Warm
Sounds

Beat 
and 

Sound BABY DRUM
A quality first Baby Drum for young 
children. Produces an excellent 
professional sound. With a pair of 
special safety mallets.  

MD807 // 7290014329560 // 18m
Product: 21.3X18.5X12 cm / 0.404 kg | Master: 12 pcs / 39x37.5x46 cm / 5.65 kg

MY FIRST 
DRUM
Fun and stylish design, 
bright colours, safe, light 
and durable, suitable for 
early ages. 2 soft mallets 
included. Encourages 
early development skills.

MD809 // 7290014329539 // 12m
Product: 16X15X10 cm / 0.22 kg | Master: 12 pcs / 31.6x31.5x34.6 cm / 3.05 kg
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MARACAS
Bright, colourful Maracas with 
an easy-grip handle and terrific 
sounds. Specially designed for 

early ages.

TROPICAL
MARACAS

MARACAS

Top quality maracas featuring a 
unique twist on the classic design. 
Their asymmetrical spirals create 
captivating abstract reflections of 
colour with every shake.

Classic design, Strong and durable. 
Available in a variety of colours.

MPB385 // 7290014329775 // 6m
Product: 16.5X8X19 cm / 0.211 kg | Master: 12 pcs / 51x35.5x18.3 cm / 3.04 kg

MPB369 // 7290006631770 // 24m
Product:12.5X7X16 cm / 0.135 kg | Master: 12 pcs / 44.5x26.2x19 cm / 1.97 kg

MP363 // 7290014329638 // 6m
Product: 9.5X6X18 cm / 0.138 kg | Master: 12 pcs / 39.5x20.5x20.7 cm / 1.9 kg

FISH GUIRO
Guiro with a unique fish design. Scrape and 
rub either end of the mallet along the ridges to 
produce different sound effects.

MP371 // 7290002582861 // 24m
Product: 6.5X6.5X23.5 cm / 0.162 kg | Master: 36 pcs / 41x23.2x28.3cm / 6.2 kg

GUIRO 
SHAKER

CLATTER
 PILLAR

Play the bead-filled Guiro with 
the mallet or shake as a shaker for 
many different sound effects.

A quick flick of the wrist and the 
amazing Clatter Pillar makes a 

wonderful wave of  sounds.  

TRAIN 
WHISTLE
Clear and rich sound, just like 
a real train! Ingenious design, 
easy to play and to clean.

MP374 // 7290002582052 // 18m
Product: 6.5X6.5X24 cm / 0.145 kg | Master: 36 pcs / 44x40x32cm / 5.5 kg

MP377 // 7290002582366 // 18m
Product: 6.5X9.8X24.2 cm / 0.137 kg | Master: 36 pcs / 44x40x32 cm / 5.50 kg

MP450 // 7290002582519 // 24m
Product: 23.5X22X3 cm / 0.226 kg | Master: 60 pcs / 55.2x31.5x29 cm / 15.68 kg
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ROLLING 
BELLS
Spin the transparent tube to move 
and shake the three shiny bells. A 
perfect rattle to both fascinate and 
soothe. Creates soft jingling sounds.

ROLLING
SHAPES

PUPPY
SLIDE FLUTE

Spin the transparent tube to move and 
shake the special geometric beads. 
A perfect rattle to both fascinate and 

soothe. Creates soft gentle sounds.

The traditional slide flute in a unique 
design. Simply blow into the Puppy’s 
mouth and move the tail to create low 
and high sounds and various melodies. 

MP378 // 7290002582014 // 24m
Product:23x3x7.5 cm / 0.083 kg | Master: 36 pcs / 38.74x24.13x23.81 cm / 3.30 kg

MP6002 // 7290002582397 // 6m
Product: 12.5X3.2X15.4 cm / 0.108 kg | Master: 24 pcs / 56.52x26.35x14.29 cm / 2.83 kg

MP6001 // 7290002582373 // 6m
Product: 12.5X3.2X15.4 cm / 0.097 kg | Master: 24 pcs / 56.52x26.35x14.29 cm / 2.36 kg
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Builds a Sense 
of Rhythm

www.halilitmusicaltoys.com
Distributore Italiano: 

LM Cards Srl
Via delle Industrie 57 a Bernareggio (MB)

Tel. 039.6076506 - m.chiari@lmcards.it
www.lmcards.it


